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ABSTRACT: Wearable electronics and biointerfacing technology
require materials that are both compliant and conductive. The typical
design strategy exploits polymer composites containing conductive
particles, but the addition of a hard filler generally leads to a substantial
increase in modulus that is not well-matched to biological tissue. Here,
we report a new class of supersoft, conductive composites comprising
carbon nanotubes (CNT) embedded in bottlebrush polymer networks.
By virtue of the bottlebrush polymer architecture, these materials are
several orders of magnitude softer than comparable composites in the
literature involving linear polymer networks. For example, a CNT
content of 0.25 wt % yields a shear modulus of 66 kPa while maintaining
a typical conductivity for a CNT composite (ca. 10−2 S/m). An added
benefit of this bottlebrush matrix chemistry is the presence of dynamic polyester bonds that facilitate thermal (re)processing. This
unique strategy of designing soft composites provides new opportunities to tailor the structure and properties of sustainable
advanced materials.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Electronic devices made with soft and elastic components offer
unique functionality compared to conventional, rigid silicon-
based materials.1 These compliant electronics have been
developed for applications such as monitoring of physiological
signals (e.g., electrocardiography, electroencephalography),2

electronic skin for prosthetics and soft robotics,3−5 and body
motion tracking for injury rehabilitation and the assessment of
motor control disorders.6 These and other biointerfacing/
mimicking devices require elastomers with electrical and
mechanical properties that are atypical of conventional
(insulating) rubbery networks. A variety of strategies have
been developed to improve the electrical properties of
elastomers by adding a second material, including blends
with semiconducting polymers and composites containing
conductive hard particles.7−12 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are
an ideal conductive filler due to their flexibility and high aspect
ratio, which enable percolation at lower loadings than spherical
particles.13 However, adding any type of hard filler into a
polymer presents an intrinsic challenge with respect to
mechanical propertiesthe percolated filler network that
imparts conductivity also significantly increases stiffness
beyond values that are ideal for biointerfacing devices.14

A potential solution to this dichotomy lies in controlling
polymer architecture. Bottlebrush polymer networks are
known to be ∼1−2 orders of magnitude softer than

comparable linear networks because architecture effects
suppress entanglements.15 This results in mechanical proper-
ties comparable to hydrogels and soft biological tissue but
without the use of solvent or plasticizer.15−17 Such unusually
low moduli15 have already been exploited to improve the
performance of functional devices such as capacitive pressure
sensors with enhanced sensitivity,18 dielectric actuators,19 and
stimuli-responsive composites.20 We reasoned this class of
materials would also overcome current and future challenges in
elastomeric conductors by maintaining a low stiffness even in
the presence of conductive CNT fillers.
To address this opportunity, here we report a new class of

supersoft (shear moduli 66−140 kPa), electrically conductive
(1 × 10−2−9 × 10−2 S/m) bottlebrush polymer composites
containing CNT fillers. In addition to excellent CNT
dispersion as facilitated by a novel, solvent-free curing method,
these materials include a rubbery polyester side-chain
chemistry that is dynamic at elevated temperatures (180 °C).
This facilitates (re)processing while also maintaining excellent
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mechanical integrity under ambient conditionsimportant
attributes in sustainable device design. Collectively, these
findings establish a new materials platform for conductive
composites and highlight the utility of exploiting highly
branched polymer architectures in advanced applications.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Composite Design and Synthesis

Our process for forming soft, conductive composites consists
of several key steps: (1) synthesizing and characterizing
bottlebrush polymer precursors, (2) dispersing carbon nano-
tubes in a solvent-free formulation containing the bottlebrush
precursor, a cross-linker, and a reactive plasticizer, and (3)
curing the mixture to form all-solid elastomeric composites.
Below, we detail the design and chemistry used in each step.
While there are a number of synthetic strategies available to

form bottlebrush networks,21−30 we selected a versatile two-
step process17,18,23,29,30 involving (i) the synthesis of well-
defined bottlebrush precursors via “grafting-through” polymer-
ization followed by (ii) formulation and cross-linking. As
previously demonstrated, this approach allows for the rigorous
characterization of bottlebrush precursors prior to cross-
linking.17,18,30,31

Poly(4-methylcaprolactone) (P4MCL) was selected as the
bottlebrush side-chain chemistry, since it forms robust
elastomers at room temperature due to its low glass transition
temperature (Tg ≈ −60 °C) and lack of crystallinity.17,32 Two
bis-telechelic P4MCL homopolymers (2.1 and 1.7 kDa, both
below the reported entanglement molecular weight of 2.9
kDa33) were synthesized via ring-opening polymerization

(ROP) from a norbornene−alcohol initiator using tin
ethylhexanoate (SnOct2) as the catalyst following reported
procedures.17 This results in P4MCL macromonomers with a
single norbornene end group that can undergo ring-opening
metathesis polymerization to construct the bottlebrush back-
bone as well as a single hydroxy chain end. The latter serves
two purposes: (1) as a reactive nucleophile for cross-linking
and (2) as a source of hydroxyl units for dynamic polyester
exchange reactions at elevated temperatures in the presence of
a Lewis acid.17,34,35

P4MCL macromonomers were subjected to the Grubbs
third-generation catalyst in various stoichiometries to synthe-
size bottlebrush homopolymers with different backbone (NBB)
and side-chain (NSC) degrees of polymerization (see Figures
S1 and S2). In principle, larger values of NBB are preferable,
since they yield softer networks,17,30 but in the context of
composites, there is a practical upper limit due to the viscosity
before curing, which also increases with the bottlebrush
precursor molecular weight. High-NBB (∼400) bottlebrush
polymers were too viscous to be compatible with our solvent-
free, centrifugal-mixing-based CNT dispersion process (see
below). Instead, we found that intermediate-NBB bottlebrush
polymers (∼100) optimally balanced the trade-off between
precured viscosity and postcured softness.
Even with reduced NBB values, these bottlebrush polymers

have high molecular weights and viscosities, making it difficult
to mix CNTs in the bulk without solvent. To facilitate mixing
during CNT dispersion, we plasticized the bottlebrush polymer
with 4-methylcaprolactone (4MCL) monomer. Typically, the
use of a nonreactive plasticizer would be undesirable as
leaching can occur over time from the final material. However,

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of bottlebrush polymer network formation; note the bottlebrush polymer side chains are capable of
reinitiation and complete incorporation of the monomer, which results in an all-solid material after cross-linking. (b) Chemical structures of the
various resin components and the resulting bottlebrush polymer network.
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due to the living nature of ring-opening polymerization (which
was used to synthesize the macromonomer), 4MCL is
incorporated directly into the bottlebrush network during
thermal cross-linking by reinitiation and propagation from the
hydroxyl groups at the ends of side chains or those formed
after reaction with the cross-linker (shown schematically in
Figure 1a and structurally in Figure 1b). This approach
conveniently allows for the use of plasticizer during processing
while ensuring the final material lacks residual small molecules.
To further complement this strategy, we designed a new bis-

lactone-based cross-linker with improved solubility in 4MCL
monomer and P4MCL bottlebrush over previous analogues
(Figures S3 and S4).17,32,36 The two-step synthesis enables the
inclusion of a bridging chain between two caprolactone units,
promoting improved solubility and reduced crystallinity. Using
thiol−ene chemistry, a thiol-terminated triethylene glycol was
used to tether two cyclic ketones. The thioethers generated in
the first step were then oxidized to sulfones, which have far
greater oxidative stability than thioethers,37 while simulta-
neously generating the bis-lactone structure necessary to drive
network formation.

Mechanical Characterization of Polymer Networks and
Composites

We first focus on the curing of neat P4MCL bottlebrush
networks without CNTs to assess the efficiency of our new
cross-linker. A series of formulations was prepared from a 170
kDa bottlebrush polymer (NBB = 85, NSC = 15) with varying
amounts of cross-linker (0.5−3 wt %) at constant catalyst (1.5
wt %) and monomer (20 wt %) loading (see Tables S1−S4).
Network formation proceeds rapidly at 180 °C, nearing
complete conversion within 10 min as evidenced by in situ
rheometry (Figure 2a); the storage (G′) and loss (G″) moduli
quickly increase and plateau with a ∼10× separation that
indicates robust network formation. After curing, the samples
were immediately cooled to 25 °C and frequency sweeps were
used to measure the rubbery plateau modulus (Figure 2b). The
final materials showed low-plateau moduli from 18 to 160 kPa
(values well within the range of various biological tissue38) that
were easily tuned through formulation. To ensure the low
moduli values were not a result of unreacted monomer
plasticizing the networks, sol−gel measurements were
performed in duplicate for both the 0.5 and 1 wt % cross-
linker samples. The average gel fractions were found to be 86
and 94% (Table S5), respectively, indicating that the monomer
introduced during processing is successfully incorporated into
the networks. The lowest cross-linker loading (0.5 wt %) was
selected for CNT composites to target supersoft materials.
Various strategies have been developed to improve the

dispersion of CNT filler in polymer networks, which is crucial
for optimizing composite properties. Examples include
increasing the chemical compatibility of CNTs with a polymer
matrix (e.g., CNT surface functionalization or adding
surfactant/dispersant molecules) and employing aggressive
mixing techniques including ultrasonication or bead milling.
Here, uniform CNT dispersions were achieved by mechan-
ically mixing CNT powder into a 150 kDa bottlebrush polymer
precursor (NBB = 88, NSC = 12) plasticized by 14 wt % 4MCL
monomer. To better promote shear forces and break up of
CNT agglomerates, ceramic cylinders were added; see Figure
S6. As evidenced by optical microscopy (Figure 3), scanning
electron microscopy (Figure S7), and small-angle X-ray
scattering (Figure S8), this simple mixing process yields

homogeneously dispersed CNT-doped bottlebrush polymer
resins. The batch sizes in this study were approximately 1 g,
which is amenable for screening various formulations and
small-scale prototyping; we note that this mixing process is
readily scaled up.
For the composite materials, guided by our results on

unfilled formulations, a cross-linker loading of 0.5 wt % was
selected to minimize the resulting sample stiffness while
retaining excellent curing characteristics. The final formulation
of these samples was analogous to those shown in Figure 2 but
with 0.25% and 0.51% CNTs by weight (full details are
provided in Tables S6−S8). Although many filler materials
require substantially higher loadings to form percolating
networks, the high aspect ratio of CNTs enables percolation
at these low percentages.39,40 Note that even prior to network
formation, these samples showed characteristic elasticity
induced by the presence of CNTs as observed in precuring

Figure 2. Rheological characterization of neat bottlebrush networks
(no added CNTs) starting from a 170 kDa bottlebrush precursor
(NBB = 85, NSC = 15). (a) In situ curing of various bottlebrush
polymer resins truncated to highlight the region of interest; for full
traces, refer to Figure S5. (b) Frequency-dependent modulus data
capturing the room temperature rubbery plateau.
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frequency sweeps, which contain a rubbery plateau at low
frequencies (Figure S9).
The curing traces in Figure 4a show that CNTs prevent the

development of a flat plateau at long times. When heated
beyond the 20 min required to cure the matrix network,
composite samples exhibit a small and steady rise in modulus
(∼1 kPa/min). An effect of this magnitude would be negligible
in typical composite systems where the moduli are several
orders of magnitude higher, but in these soft materials (G′ ≈
10−100 kPa), it is readily apparent. We hypothesize this
secondary curing stems from reactions between the bottle-
brush polymer (specifically, hydroxyl groups at the ends of side
chains) and functional group defects on the CNT surface (e.g.,
carboxylic acids and esters).41 In the absence of cross-linker
and catalyst, this behavior persists (as shown in Figure S10),
further indicating that side reactions between the bottlebrush
polymer and CNT surface could account for the rise in
modulus. Significantly, this behavior only occurs at elevated
temperatures and not under ambient conditions.
When cooled to room temperature, samples with 0, 0.25,

and 0.51 wt % CNTs have shear moduli (G′) of 31, 66, and
140 kPa, respectively (as measured by rheometry, Figure 4b).
Note that the 0% CNT sample is stiffer than the sample of
similar composition reported in Figure 2 due to the lower
molecular weight of the bottlebrush polymer precursor.
Dynamic polyester−CNT composites of similar filler loading
(0.25 wt % CNT) but prepared with a linear polymer
reportedly have a shear modulus ∼70 MPa, nearly 3 orders of
magnitude stiffer than the composites described here.42

Notably, a recent report achieved a dynamic composite with
a similar modulus to our materials (0.5 wt % CNT, 64 kPa)
but only after 70 wt % plasticizer was added.43 We caution that
directly comparing the modulus of different composites can be
problematic, as it is highly dependent on both the dispersion
process and polymer matrix chemistry.14,39 Nevertheless, our
bottlebrush composites are significantly softer than others
reported in the literature.
Electrical Properties of Bottlebrush−CNT Composites

Next, we sought to characterize the electrical impedance of our
samples to understand the relationship between CNT loading

and conductivity. The electrical properties of our bottlebrush−
CNT composites were measured by AC impedance spectros-
copy. Both the 0.25 and 0.51 wt % CNT composites exhibited
stable conductivity across a wide frequency range (Figure 5a).
Samples had frequency-independent resistance and in-phase
current and voltage (typical of ideal resistors) in this frequency
range, with negligible capacitance (Figure S11). The DC
conductivity, σDC, was calculated from the plateau value of the
resistance in the low-frequency limit (0.1 Hz). The 0.25 and
0.51 wt % samples had DC conductivities of 1 × 10−2 and 9 ×
10−2 S/m, respectively, as shown in Table 1. Conductivity
increased with CNT loading as expected, and the values were
in the range of previously reported composites with similar
CNT loadings (Figure S12). The measured conductivity of the
composites improved with increasing DC bias, which indicates
contact resistance at the electrode−elastomer interfaces
(Figure S13). Therefore, the intrinsic conductivities may be
higher than reported. Both composites exhibited relatively
steady conductivity over time under a 4.5 V DC bias (Figure
S14). To show that the composite is functional in a practical
application, we used one in a simple light-emitting diode

Figure 3. (a) Photographs of two thin films with 0.25 and 0.51 wt %
CNTs after mechanical mixing. (b) Optical micrographs confirm the
efficient dispersion of CNTs in P4MCL bottlebrush polymers.

Figure 4. (a) Bottlebrush−CNT composites cure rapidly at 180 °C
starting from a 150 kDa bottlebrush precursor (NBB = 88, NSC = 12).
(b) Room temperature frequency sweeps after curing show a soft
rubbery plateau.
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(LED) circuit (Figure 5b and Supplementary Movie S1). A
0.51 wt % CNT sample formed with appropriate dimensions
acted as a resistor in series with a green LED and a 9 V battery;
this circuit shows that device-relevant voltages can be applied
to the bottlebrush−CNT composite and that DC electrical
current does not lead to degradation.
Reprocessing

Previously, polyester bottlebrush polymer networks have been
shown to be dynamic and reprocessable at elevated temper-
atures as a result of alcohol−polyester exchange with a Lewis
acid.17 Unlike typical experiments used to establish dynamic
covalent bond exchange, stress-relaxation measurements were

not performed at elevated temperatures on our composites
given the stiffening we observed during extended heating in the
presence of CNTs. Instead, to gauge whether the dynamic
bottlebrush matrix can be used to facilitate reprocessing CNT
composites, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used to
study samples before and after compression molding (Figure
6). Two rectangular samples were fashioned; one was kept as a
pristine control, while the other was cut into multiple, discrete
pieces and then repressed by annealing in a mold at 180 °C for
1 h. Macroscopically, the damaged pieces reformed a cohesive
solid but with greater surface roughness. The pristine sample
had a tensile modulus (E′) of 200 kPa, which agrees with the
value predicted from rheometry under the assumption of
elastomer incompressibility (Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5): E′ = 3G′
= 3(66 kPa) = 198 kPa.44 In contrast, the healed sample had a
significantly lower E′ = 82 kPa, indicating the material recovers
approximately 40% of its original stiffness after reprocessing.
Longer times or larger compression may improve this recovery,
although we note in the spirit of producing soft and conductive

Figure 5. (a) Conductivity of the 0.25 and 0.51 wt % CNT composite samples measured in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz (100 mV AC
amplitude, no bias). (b) Photographs of the 0.51 wt % CNT sample used as a resistor to modulate the current in an LED circuit.

Table 1. Summary of Bottlebrush−CNT Composite
Properties

CNT concentration (wt%) shear modulus (kPa) conductivity (S/m)

0 31 -
0.25 66 (1 ± 0.1) × 10−2

0.51 140 (9 ± 1) × 10−2

Figure 6. Reprocessing of a 0.25 wt % CNT bottlebrush composite with 0.5 wt % cross-linker. (a) Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis showing
partial recovery of the tensile modulus (measured on cooling at 5 °C/min). (b) Optical microscopy of pristine and reprocessed samples; the scale
bars are 1 mm. (c) Pictures taken throughout the process.
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elastomers, it is not necessarily bad to reduce the modulus after
reprocessing.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have developed a class of supersoft,
conductive elastomers by leveraging the highly branched
bottlebrush polymer architecture. Incorporating carbon nano-
tubes as filler particles results in composites that achieve
electrical percolation at relatively low loadings (e.g., 0.25 and
0.51 wt %). Although stiffer than unfilled samples of similar
composition (G′ = 31 kPa), the CNT composites have
modulus values (G′ = 66 and 140 kPa) about 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than analogous linear networks yet
comparable conductivities (1 × 10−2 and 9 × 10−2 S/m).
We anticipate this unique combination of properties will be of
use to the materials science community in applications where
both softness and conductivity are valuable.
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